
Bona Traffic HD Raw
Ultra matt floors with a haptic feel & great durability
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Raw experience, true protection 
Bona Traffic HD Raw 

Bona Traffic HD Raw brings a uniquely true wood 
experience into the world of finished floors.

Offering an ultra matt floor surface with a high level of 
protection, Bona Traffic HD Raw creates a soft haptic 
feeling of untreated wood, delivering an astonishing 
tactile sensation. 

Haptics is the science of touch. Bona has incorporated 
haptic technology to achieve a finish that looks and 
feels like raw, natural timber - but with the protection of 
a finish. Bona Traffic Raw HD is also special because 
regardless of which angle you view the floor, the sheen 
remains ultra matt even in reflective light.

A pleasure to walk on with excellent slip safety,  
Bona Traffic HD Raw is great for homes with  
children and pets as well as commercial floor surfaces.  
Bona Traffic HD Raw creates ultra matt floors with  
great durability - the raw experience of wood, 
protected. A premium product for a premium look. 

• 2 component water-based top coat

• Ultra matt haptic feel

• Low odour, non-toxic

• P3 slip resistance

• Excellent wear resistance

• 100% polyurethane

• Non-yellowing and unaffected by UV light

• Suitable for over-coating pre-finished floors

• TVOC max 52g/Lt (incl hardener)

• 8-10 m2/Lt coverage

• Drying time 2-4 hours between coats

• Light use after 24hrs

• Sheen Level (60˚/85˚), Ultra Matt 4%

GOLD 

 Ultra Matt Finish

 Soft Haptic Tactile Feeling

 Excellent Wear Resistance

 Easy to Apply & Abrade

 Great Scuff & Chemical Resistance

 P3 Slip Resistance

 Low Emissions & Non-toxic
Bona’s Traffic HD Raw is EMICODE® EC1PLUS 
classified, the best level achievable for low 
emissions and exceeding stringent European 
health and environmental requirements.

Bona’s Traffic HD Raw is GREENGUARD GOLD 
indoor air quality certified, the highest certification 
available for emissions which means it is safe for 
use around your home, your family and your pets.

The ultra matt, soft haptic  
feeling of natural wood grain
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Traffic Raw HD gives you an ultra matt natural floor,  
no matter which way you look at it.

Lasting Protection
An ultra matt finish is just part of the story. The 
secret lies in combining this with durability of 
wear, scuff, and chemical resistance. Even if 
Traffic HD Raw is almost invisible, it´s there, 
assuring long-lasting protection. 

Colouration
For lighter coloration use Bona White primer,  
or for deeper coloration, choose Bona Prime 
Classic or Intense, followed by two coats of 
Bona Traffic HD Raw.

Application
Bona Traffic HD Raw is easy to apply and 
abrade. With low odour and being non-toxic 
there is no need to vacate premises during 
application.

The sheen level of a floor can differ depending on the viewing angle. A low sheen floor can look glossier when 
standing further away, especially when sunlight reflects from the surface. After extensive research Bona has developed 
an ultra matt finish that appears absolutely natural and unfinished no matter from what angle or distance it is viewed. 
This makes Traffic Raw HD truly special.

For further information on Bona Traffic HD Raw 
visit bona.com.au or call 1300 882 806

Passion for timber floors Adelaide | Brisbane | Melbourne | Perth | Sydney

Distributed in Australia by

The look and feel of natural wood 


